
Utility Exploration Center Where utilities meet life

Description:  

Utilities are all around us and we are going to find them all. This is an image-led scavenger hunt that shows students all of the 
different places and ways we use utilities every day. Students are introduced to what a utility is and will be able to identify a few at 
the end of this activity. 

Background:   

We get energy from different sources. Some of the places we get energy are starting to run out, so we need to make sure we are 
not wasting energy. https://www.energy.gov/science-innovation/energy-sources

The water we drink comes right from the lakes and rivers around us. The water travels through pipes, gets cleaned and then we 
can use it. https://www.americanrivers.org/rivers/discover-your-river/drinking-water/?gclid=CjwKCAjw9vn4BRBaEiwAh-
0muDPrSIq3JG5AO4H5cPmXAtheHxycyxP53hP_C4y57YfV0YQ_I6ZJHpRoC9c8QAvD_BwE

Not all of what we put in the trash belongs there. We can sort our trash into different bins to make our trash pile smaller.  
https://believe.earth/en/13-tips-on-sorting-waste/

Where does our water go when we use it? Water is all connected. We want to make sure we are taking care of it and keeping it 
clean when we can. http://www.mywatershedwatch.org/residents/where-does-your-water-go/

Materials List: 

• Pencil 

• Printable Scavenger Hunt 

Instructions:  

1. Distribute a scavenger hunt paper to each student, along with a pencil. Or group them in small groups to work together 
(suggested 2-3 students max). 

2. Allow students approximately 5-10 minutes to go around and find each utility item. Let them know that it’s okay if they 
cannot find all of the items. Work together as a class to find all the items. 

3. After the time is up, gather the students back together as a group. 

4. Have the students tell you where they found the utility and ask them if they know what it does. 

5. Give any clarification if needed, refer to the background information above. 

Table Talk:  

•  What are some of the utilities you were able to find? 

•  How do we use those utilities? 

•  How do you think we get the utilities to our classroom and home? 

•  Do plants and animals use the same utilities?
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CAN YOU FIND IT?
UTILITY SCAVENGER HUNT

Power Outlet Garbage Can Sink

Light Switch Toilet Recycle Can
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Thermostat Electricity Poles Computer

Sun Storm Drain Drinking Fountain


